MACHINE FRAMES.	459
The pressure per square inch that will just lift the hammer = 2000 Ibs.-;-50 square inches =40 Ibs. In Fig. 264, NG represents 40 Ibs., and NT represents the volume displaced by the piston during a complete stroke. Hence NTHG represents the work of lifting the hammer, or the energy that must be absorbed just as the hammer reaches the anvil. Trial shows that to accomplish this, compression must begin at just about 6 inches from the end of the stroke. The maximum resulting pressure, represented by NM, equals 258 Ibs. per square inch. The total pressure acting downward on the frame ^p^A =258 X 50 = 12,900 lbs.=P. If the factor of safety, K, is 5, the strength of the breaHng~piece = -SjP = 5Xi2,9oo==64,5oo Ibs. This is the maximum force, and hence may be used as a basis of the frame design.
252.	Stresses  in   Double-acting Frames. — In   type   2   the
maximum working force may be found by a similar method.    In
Fig. 265, NG represents the pressure per square inch of piston
necessary to raise the hammer.    The area NT PIG represents
the energy stored in the hammer by lifting.    The area HSJL
represents the work done by steam at boiler pressure acting on
the upper piston face while the piston descends to D.    At this
point steam is exhausted above the piston and let in below it, and
compression takes place during the remainder of the stroke.   To	|
absorb all the energy of the hammer by compression, the areas
NTSJLG and RKMN must be equal. The area NRLG is common to both; hence the area LKMG must equal the area RTSJ. The point at which compression must begin in order to cause this equality may be found by trial.
253.	Problem, Type 2.— Let   W,   weight  of  hammer  and
attached  parts,  =600 Ibs.; /, maximum length of stroke, =24
inches;  Ay   effective  area  of  piston (both  faces),  =50 square
inches; clearance = 15 per cent; boiler pressure « 85 Ibs. by gauge.
The construction in Fig. 265 shows that compression, beginning
at 9^ inches before the end of the piston's stroke, absorbs aU

